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Communication is 
part of who we are.

– Nicole Benson



VINYL DECAL

On the back of each Soofa Sign 
is a color vinyl decal with 
sponsored content. Popular 
posting ideas have included 
bus stop markers, wayfinding, 
brand advertisements, 
calendars, local art, or your 
brand’s information!

Our Signs can be designed to be 

custom, to you and your brand.
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SIGN – CONTEXT



COLOR PRIMARY

The house color is predetermined 
across all Soofa Signs for a bold view.

Each Soofa Sign is powder-coated  

in a vibrant, weather-proof paint 

color that can match your brand,  

city, or neighborhood colors!
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Soofa Red
(Red Baron)

COLOR ALTERNATIVES

Create your own powder-coated 
color for a custom look and feel.  
To the right are some possibilities.
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Orange

Green

Lilac

Pink

Teal

Neon Yellow

Blue

Purple Black

Deep Blue Or CustomSilver

COLORS – RECOMMENDATIONS



@Kirkwoodbiz@Kirkwoodbiz@Kirkwoodbiz

kirkwoodbiz.com

This Sign runs on solar-power to show 
local info for the neighborhood.

Learn more about the Soofa Sign and Soofa at soofa.co

@Kirkwoodbiz@Kirkwoodbiz@Kirkwoodbiz

kirkwoodbiz.com

This Sign runs on solar-power to show 
local info for the neighborhood.

Learn more about the Soofa Sign and Soofa at soofa.co

Our decals are printed in a four-color 
ink process model called Cyan, 
Magenta, Yellow, and True Black;  
also known as CMYK. These colors 
mix together in opacity to create a 
rainbow of hues and shades for print. 

Be careful: The document should be 

using CMYK colors, not RGB.  
RGB is a web safe, additive color 
model in which red, green, and blue 
light are added together to create an 
array of colors for digital use. 

Printers do not print in red, for 
example, but they print in yellow  
and magenta to create red.

FOUR-COLOR PROCESS – CMYK 

Cyan Magenta
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Yellow True Black

High contrast makes it easy to read Text is unreadable in these options

Accessibility is important, be mindful of the  
background and remember to use high contrast.

TEXT ACCESIBLITY4

COLORS – RECOMMENDATIONS



RECOMMENDED PROGRAMS

We would recommend using these design 
programs (in this order, when possible): 

1. Illustrator 
2. InDesign 
3. Photoshop 

Soofa Sign content will look sharper and cleaner 
when designed in a vector based program.

2 PHOTO USEAGE3SPECS

Please be mindful of artists’ rights and 
agreements when using stock photography 
or illustrations. Soofa requires that 
designers do their due diligence to license 
any stock used in Soofa Sign designs. 

Opt to use graphics over photographs in 

certain cases. If a photograph is 
particularly reliant on color like interior 
photography or food photography, it often 
does not have the same effect in black and 
white. 

To view our entire Do’s and Don’ts list, 
please check out the full content guide here. 
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Canvas Size: 28 in by 38 in 

DPI: 300 DPI 

Color Format: CMYK

DECAL CONTENT - OUR STANDARDS

http://soofa.co/specs


When using any Soofa logo, 
please follow the “O” Rule, which 
means the logo must be an “O” 
length away. Soofa’s logo is used 
in two sizes: small (if on the web) 
and large (if the main focus).

The Soofa logo can go either in 
any corner or be true-centered. 
All positions follow the “O” Rule.

MINIMUM LOGO SPACE

POSITION OF LOGO

OOOO
OO

The O Rule: A O length away
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5Our logo has strict usage rules.  

When using the Soofa logo, make 

sure to use it correctly. Here is our logos that are used on  
our the decals, the logo comes in 
three color variations only.

#E11600

#555555

#FFFFFF

3 LOGO COLORS6

DECAL CONTENT - OUR STANDARDS



SUCCESSFUL EXAMPLE CONTENT7

soofalove#
@InmanPark @InmanParkATL

inmanpark.org
This Sign runs on solar-power to show 

local info for the neighborhood.

Learn more about the Soofa Sign and Soofa at soofa.co

DECAL CONTENT - OUR STANDARDS



Thank you

Good design is 


